Of circles and spirals: bridging the gap between the leading circle and spiral wave concepts of cardiac reentry.
The "leading circle model" was the first detailed attempt at understanding the mechanisms of functional reentry, and remains a widely-used notion in cardiac electrophysiology. The "spiral wave" concept was developed more recently as a result of modern theoretical analysis and is the basis for consideration of reentry mechanisms in present biophysical theory. The goal of this paper is to present these models in a way that is comprehensible to both the biophysical and electrophysiology communities, with the idea of helping clinical and experimental electrophysiologists to understand better the spiral wave concept and of helping biophysicists to understand why the leading circle concept is so attractive and widely used by electrophysiologists. To this end, the main properties of the leading circle and spiral wave models of reentry are presented. Their basic assumptions and determinants are discussed and the predictions of the two concepts with respect to pharmacological responses of arrhythmias are reviewed. A major difference between them lies in the predicted responses to Na(+)-channel blockade, for which the spiral wave paradigm appears more closely to correspond to the results of clinical and experimental observations. The basis of this difference is explored in the context of the fundamental properties of the models.